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In Recognition
Miss May I

Capo 1

Loved this song and wanted to make it acoustic, so here s my chords I made up
for it :) 
chords work for my strumming patterns, so not too sure how these might work out
for you. 
i did ok! haha :)

Am - 002210
Am2 - 002230 (not too sure if the chord is called this, but oh well I made it
up! haha)
G - 320033
Cadd9 - 032033
Dsus4 - xx0233
Em7 - 022033

Intro - Am Am2 Am Am2

     Am
The sand surrounding my feet.
                     Am2
Drifting in the wind looking on the ocean as the waves roll by.
Am                                    Am2
The same now as before over and over again

Meaning washed away with the hands of time.

Cadd9(strum once)
Always the same.

G
I miss the sight of the faces I know.
Cadd9                                         Dsus4
Their voices are the sounds that I cannot let go.
                                       Em7
So far away that silence is all that I fear.
                                         Caddd9
I hear them now the sound is so perfectly clear.

   Am
My thoughts everywhere but hear distant from where I am.
Am2
The path I follow now I ve already seen.
Am                                      Am2
The same now as before over and over again.

Meaning washed away with the hands of time.



      G
These will not become memories.
     Cadd9              Dsus4
They will not be unfamiliar to me.
      G
These will not become memories
     Cadd9              Dsus4
Because they are everything to me.

Cadd9 (strum once)
Always the same.

G
I miss the sight of the faces I know.
Cadd9                                         Dsus4
Their voices are the sounds that I cannot let go.
                                       Em7
So far away that silence is all that I fear.
                                          Cadd9 (Strum once)
I hear them now the sound is so perfectly clear.

Dsus4 (strum once), G (strum once)

The end :)


